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In recent years GIS use has grown at a rapid rate. In the UK academic world this growth received 
enormous impetu.Y with the CHEST- ESRI agreement to provide ARC INFO at very advantageous rates 
when compared with the commercial world. This article looks at some of the pros and con.Y of mapping 
with ARC INFO. 

Introduction 
Geography departments everywhere are equipped with 
ARC INFO running on workstations and PC ARC INFO on 
IBM compatible personal computers. The output from 
these &'Y::.1ems is usually in the form of maps. Meanwhile 
cartographers in academic departments have continued 
with their largely Mac based packages to produce maps for 
their departments and institutions (Allsopp, 1991 ). This 
has placed them in something of a dilemma. They have 
become familiar with the tools and techniques of desktop 
mapping where the emphasis is on user friendliness and 
where computers have become genuine practical aids for 
the design and production of maps. They have carried on 
this work in their drawing offices or map rooms, otlen 
insulated from the geography teaching laboratories where 
GIS have been set up and run by geographers and computer 
technicians with experience and expertise - albeit some
times rather limited- with MSDOS, UNIX, XWINDOWS 
etc. The dilemma arises because cartographers see maps 
being produced without their input and they may wish or be 
expected to become involved. From an alternative perspec
tive they may feel that a GIS is a tool which is being widely 
used for mapping and they wish to make use of it. 

In order to appreciate the potential of ARC INFO I PC 
ARC INFO for map making it is necessary to examine what 
the package aims to do and how it is structured. ARC INFO 
will normally be taken to refer to either the full or PC 
versions. The author's experience is with PC ARC INFO 
and this article naturally retlects this experience. 

It must be appreciated that ARC INFO was not de
signed as a map making package, it is a GIS and its concern 
with maps is due to the facts that the information it uses is 
map based and that the results of its operations otlen result 
in map output. The package name retlects two natural 
aspects of geographically based data, ie location and value 
(the latter can be descriptive as well as numerical). ARC is 
the half that is concerned with locational aspects, princi
pally digitising, structuring, plotting and functions for 
spatial analysis. INFO refers to the relational database that 
the package used for managing value (attribute) data. PC 
ARC INFO cutrently uses DBase for its database manage
ment and ARC-CAD has been developed in co-operation 
with the producers of Auto Cad to use their expertise for the 
digitising side of the package. As database management is 
peripheral to the topic of map making this article concen
trates on the facilities associated with ARC, with references 
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to the database facilities where they are specifically relevant 
to map making. 

ARC INFO has a modular structure, for instance, ADS 
(Arc Digitising System) is a digitising module, ARC EDIT 
provides editing facilities and ARC PLOT contains the 
main map design facilities. A difficulty that faces PC ARC 
INFO users with limited expertise with MSDOS is the way 
in which ARC stores its geographic information. This is in 
the form of 'coverages'. A coverage may be a repre
sentation of areas, points or lines. Areas, such as county 
boundaries could form one coverage and lines, such as 
water courses could form another. In many ways coverages 
may be thought of as layers except that each coverage will 
have its own directory. ARC INFO will create this directory 
automatically as a new coverage is created. In the directory 
ARC INFO will then create separate tiles for storing the 
geographical data, its structure and attributes. Anyone 
wishing to master the package must familiarise themselves 
with the way in which files are handled. As can be imag
ined, the storage of complex geographical coverages can 
involve large amounts of data, consequently disc storage 
becomes a significant consideration. 

The Geographic Database 
A major advantage for potential map making is that 

ARC INFO is the most widely used GIS. This means that 
a large and growing cartographic database exists, for in
stance, the UK database produced commercially by 
Bartholomew, as well as in house maps generated through 
the use of the package. Map makers having access to these 
tiles can therefore take them oti the shelf, much as they 
would have selected a base from a conventional map col
lection. However, the conventional map base often needed 
to be redrawn or traced selectively to make it suitable for 
its purpose. Similarly the digital map base is otlen not 
entirely suitable for the task at hand and needs modification. 
This requires editing and manipulation of the file or files. 
ARC EDIT can be used for this purpose, the editing tools 
are largely interactive but are not as ea::.'Y to use as the 
editing tools that one finds with the popular desktop pub
lishing packages. 

If no suitable file exists one would have to be created 
by digitising from an original base. ARC INFO has its own 
digitising module - ADS, but it is not designed specifically 
for map making. Its purpose is to convert maps to a form 
which is suitable for GIS. Consequently, very few com
mands are available and the facilities are very basic. Its 
main strength is that a digital boundary file can be poly
gonised automatically, relieving much of the tedious and 
error prone work that manual polygonising entails (fre-
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que~tly necessary with CAD based packages). It follows 
that tf a fully topologically structured file is required, then 
ARC INFO is very useful, otherwise it can only be de
scribed as a rather clumsy tool. 

Map Design 

ARC PLOT is the module that is of greatest value to 
cartographers. It contains many commands that control the 
appearance of the final map. The module is still very much 
int1uenced by its origin prior to the general use of graphic 
user interfaces. It is command driven, and although the use 
of ARC VIEW, when available, makes it more interactive 
through the introduction of menus it is still rather arcane by 
modern standards. Command driven software however 
does have the advantage that the user is in t~ll control: 
working directly with the software. Many experienced 
users of command driven software do find that a graphic 
user interface does make the user remote from the software 
and reduces the total control. 

To examine the complete range of ARC PLOT's facili
ties would be inlpracticul. A simplified explanation of its 
urea filling capability will serve us an illustrative example. 
For urea filling ARC INFO uses shade sets which can be 
uccessed through a look - up table. The shade set can be 
thought of us a shading I colour chart from which appropri
ate combinations can be selected for a pm1icularmup. ARC 
INFO provides a default shade set and users can modify this 

or devise others. The shade set is contained in a DBase 
compatible table which can be edited as required. A vari
ety of parameters are set in this table giving the user very 
full control. This gives fur greater t1exibility and precision 
than can be obtained from a predetermined list as is the case 
with many interactive packages. Line widths can be speci
fied by precise dimensions (metric or imperial). Line 
spacing, angle and colour can all be determined similarly. 
This is not good news for the lazy, severely tinle constrained 
or inexperienced cartographer. It is much easier to pick 
from a predetermined menu, but it is also very ea&'Y to be 
influenced by what appears on the VDU screen rather than 
by what will appear on the final paper copy. A cartographer 
brought up in the era of manual mapping should be capable 
of working with precise units without difficulty and consis
tency is much easier to obtain. 

Point &'Ymbols and text sutier from limitations that 
ARC INFO was originally written when maps were most 
frequently produced by pen plotters. The :-'Ymbols are 
therefore those which can be reasonably drawn with a pen: 
symbols with colour fill or dot screens are not available. 
Text is defined by height rather than point size and is limited 
in the PC version by lack of fonts. It is probably because 
ofthe pen plotter background that hard copy production is 
slow. The user is dependent on device drivers supplied by 
ESRI and we have experienced ditiiculty in obtaining plots 
at a reasonable speed even with ink jet printers. 

i 
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Fig 1. Choropleth map produced on a pen plotter using PC ARC/INFO. Original in monochrome at AJ. 
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Fig 2. Proportional symbol map using a base transferred from PC ARC/INFO, produced using Map maker with 
symbols imported from CoreiDraw. Original was designed for A4 colour, the output for this illustration was 
obtained using a black and white laser printer. 
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The capability of defining precise locations aml dimen
sions for graphic and text features means that whole series 
of maps can be produced with, for instance, identical for
mats, marginal information and logos. This facility is aided 
by the use of macros. Once the command language of ARC 
INFO has been mastered, sets of commands can be com
piled relatively ea!>")' using the ARC macro language- AML 
(SML for PCs). If ARC INFO is being used in an organi
sation where standard products, design features or 
processes are the rule, then macros can be used to great 
etiect. 

Conclusion 
From the above description it can be concluded that 

ARC INFO has its limitations. These particularly apply to 
one- off m ups and are therefore pertinent to most university 
departments. However, where the map product needs to be 
standardised there are definite advantages. Its value also 
depends on the extent of cartographic databases that are 
available to the user. Where these are extensive and appro
priate, cartographers need to consider carefully the 
advantages of using the system. It has to be said that, 
because of the widespread use of the package, vir1ually 
every available data set can be obtained in ARC format. 

Having briet1y examined some of the capabilities of 
ARC INFO it has to be said that one of its greatest advan
tages is that ARC files can be exported to other packages, 
either directly, through specific translators or via interme
diate formats such as DXF. A translator is provided, for 
instance, for ATLAS packages, although at the time of 
writing a software limitation means that complex areas 
cannot be transfen·ed (a bug, which, according to ESRI UK 
should have been fixed by the time this article appears). 
The design facilities of Atlas Mapmaker and other similar 
packages are often very easy to use and provide an alterna
tive means of producing final maps. Users of Freehand, 
Illustrator, Core! Draw and similar desktop graphics pack
ages will no doubt be happiest impm1ing files into their 
favourite software. The versatility provided by the growing 
possibilities of file transfer means that cartographers can 
now have the best of both worlds. The database ami organ
isational advantages of ARC INFO can be combined with 
the ease of use of modem graphic packages. Individual 
packages need no longer be considered as a sole solution, 
the potential for digital map making is now difficult to 
constrain and the limiting factors may really be the imagi
nation and design skills of the individual cm1ographer. 
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ERDAS Releases OrthoMAX For Fast Orthorectifica
tion and DEM Extraction. 

ERDAS, Inc., of Atlanta, Ga., announced the pre-re
lease of OrthoMAX in .Tune, 1993. OrthoMAX is a 
high-performance softcopy teiTain mapping and precise 
geopositioning module with the fastest orthorectification 
available today. 

OrthoMAX takes the lead in fast orthorectification 
with the ability to process over 100,000 points per second. 
At that incredible rate, users can orthorectify a full SPOT 
scene (36 megabytes) in less than seven minutes and an 81 
megabyte, 9" x 9" at 25 micrometers aerial photograph in 
less than 14 minutes. High-end production environments 
such as photogrammetric workshops can save weeks of 
processing time on large projects by using OrthoMAX. It 
also offers DEM extraction at cuiTent benchmarked rates. 

OrthoMAX was developed by Autometric, Inc., of St. 
Louis, Mo., and has been fully integrated into the ERDAS 
IMAGINE suite of visualization software. It will be initially 
available on the Silicon Graphics and Sun MicroSystems 
workstations. Bundled software and hardware packages 
will be made available to address steroviewing on new or 
existing workstations. 

Capabilities include the fast orthorectification of im
agery, fast automatic collection of digital elevation matrix 
(DEM) by digital cross-con·elation, a rigorous bundle ad
justment of aerial frame and SPOT satellite imagery, 
generation and exploitation of stereoscopic imagery, and 
interactive editing ofDEM data over stereoscopic imagery. 

ERDAS serves thousands of users worldwide in de
fense, oil/gas/mineral exploration, nature resource 
management, urban and regional planning, environmental 
monitoring, forestry, education, and other disciplines. ER
DAS IMAGINE is an application-driven geoprocessing 
package featuring a graphical user interface under X Win
dows on UNIX-based workstations. To meet the softcopy 
photogrammetry needs of those requiring less production
oriented processing than available with OrthoMAX, 
ERDAS otl"ers the Digital Or1ho module. With Digital 
Or1ho, digital elevation models and m1hophotos can be 
created from remotely sensed imagery. 

Autometric has over 35 years of experience and na
tional and international leadership in photogrammetry, 
remote sensing, geographic information !>")'Stems, geode!>")', 
and digital photogrammetry. Traditionally a systems devel
opment company in both the civil and military/intelligence 
sectors, Autometric has focused on rigor and performance 
in tielding this teiTain and feature data extraction package. 
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